How good is your ‘Emory memory’?

Think you know your alma mater? Put your memory to the test with this playful crossword, created expressly for Emory Magazine by puzzle maker Andy Harrison. Not all the clues are Emory-specific, but if you find yourself stumped, you may want to brush up on your University lore. Solution on page 43.

Across
1. Low-___ diet
5. Dates
9. Phi _____ Hall, the oldest academic building at Emory
14. District
15. Olio
16. Fosters
17. Houston
__________, a full service restaurant on the outskirts of the Emory campus
19. Came up
20. Left on the MS Emory Victory
23. Tolerates
25. Magical sprites
30. Evaporate
31. Baker __________ , forest that contains more than 100 plant species
44. Chuckleheads
46. Catches sight of
47. Long-legged wader
49. Feels bitter about
51. Smacking or splashing noises
54. Precious stones
56. Go to a restaurant
58. The _____ one-time train station on Emory’s campus
62. Methodist church that was used as an infirmary during the Civil War
64. Woodruff family nurse Honeycutt
65. Naked Maja painter
66. Hose hue
67. Habits
68. Design detail
69. Cast off

Down
1. Engine parts
2. Opera highlights
3. Ignited anew
4. Type of song favored by Emory graduates the Indigo Girls
5. Poorly made
6. _____ de cologne
7. To be, in old Rome
8. Many in Woodruff Library
9. __________ Monument, Emory landmark which resides in the courtyard of the Math and Science Center
10. ___ Lingus
11. Former Chinese leader
12. President and _____ Wagner
13. Chemical suffix
18. Emory architect Hornbostel
22. Chart holder
24. Emory Dean of Religious Life Henry-Crowe
26. Cheer word
27. Bridge bid
28. Girl’s nickname
29. Vends
31. Hangs, undecided
32. Indoor highlight
33. Garden equipment
34. Irregularly notched
35. Quits
37. Bird homes
39. Sticky stuff
42. Pass on
43. Distances
44. Muslim deity
45. Sculptures of humans
46. Medicinal syrup
47. Morning moisture
48. Combinations of smoke and fog
49. Part of Emory’s shield
50. Friends
51. Sweet: Fr.
52. Go to a restaurant
53. Sweets: Fr.
54. Yearning
55. Swill
56. Morning moisture
57. Sound of impact
58. Morning moisture
60. Emory Nurses _____, awarded to graduates of the Nell Hodgson Woodruff School of Nursing
61. Hall-of-Famer Mel Woodruff
62. Methodist church
63. Batiking need
64. Morning moisture
65. Morning moisture
66. Morning moisture
67. Morning moisture
68. Morning moisture
69. Morning moisture

(Continued on page 43)